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A stochastic approach based on the Gillespie algorithm is particularly well adapted to describe the time
course of the redox reactions that occur inside the respiratory chain complexes because they involve the
motion of single electrons between the individual unique redox centres of a given complex. We use this
approach to describe the molecular functioning of the peripheral arm of complex I based on its known
crystallographic structure and the rate constants of electron tunnelling derived from the Moser and Dutton
phenomenological equations. There are several possible electrons pathways but we show that most of them
take the route defined by the successive sites and redox centres: NADH+ site – FMN – N3 – N1b – N4 – N5 –

N6a – N6b – N2 – Q site. However, the electrons do not go directly from NADH towards the ubiquinone
molecule. They frequently jump back and forth between neighbouring redox centres with the result that the
net flux of electrons through complex I (i.e. net number of electrons reducing a ubiquinone) is far smaller
than the number of redox reactions which actually occur. While most of the redox centres are reduced in our
simulations the degree of reduction can vary according to the individual midpoint potentials. The high
turnover number observed in our simulation seems to indicate that, in the whole complex I, one or several
slower step(s) follow(s) the redox reactions involved in the peripheral arm. It also appears that the residence
time of FMNH• and SQ• (possible producers of ROS) is low (around 4% and between 1.6% and 5% respectively
according to the values of the midpoint potentials). We did not find any evidence for a role of N7 which
remains mainly reduced in our simulations. The role of N1a is complex and depends upon its midpoint
potential. In all cases its presence slightly decreases the life time of the flavosemiquinone species. These
simulations demonstrate the interest of this type of model which links the molecular physico-chemistry of
the individual redox reactions to the more global level of the reaction, as is observed experimentally.
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1. Introduction

NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase, also called respiratory complex I,
is the first component of the respiratory chain of most eukaryotes and
manybacteria [1–5]. It couples the electron transfer betweenNADHand
ubiquinone to proton translocation across the inner membrane of the
organelle [1–9].

The difficulties in characterizing complex I arise from the fact that
it is a huge complex of proteins and other molecules, with a molecular
mass of about 1 MDa. At least 45 polypeptide subunits with a dual
genetic origin have been identified as constituents of the mammalian
complex I [10]. Most of them are encoded by nuclear genes, are
synthesized in the cytoplasm and imported into the mitochondria.
Some of the subunits – seven in humans – are hydrophobic proteins
encoded by mitochondrial DNA [11]. The function of complex I is to
transfer electrons from NADH to ubiquinone through a number of
protein-bound prosthetic groups: one FMN and up to nine iron–
sulphur (Fe/S) clusters depending on the species [1–3,6–8]. In
addition, two or three ubisemiquinone radicals have been identified
as obligatory intermediates of the reaction [8,12–14]. This electron
transfer reaction is coupled to the translocation of protons across the
inner mitochondrial membrane according to the reaction:

NADH + Hþ+ Q + 4 Hþ
matrixb=N NADþ+ QH2 + 4 Hþ

intermembrane space:

This reaction helps to maintain the proton-motive force that
eventually results in ATP synthesis [1,15]. In the presence of a proton-
motive force, the reaction can be reversed. Bacteria like Escherichia coli
and Paracoccus denitrificans contain proton-pumping enzymes
equivalents to mitochondrial complex I, also named NDH1 [16,17].
Enzymes equivalent to mitochondrial complex I have also been
identified in chloroplasts [2] and more recently in archaea [18].
Structurally, complex I involves two major domains, one consisting of
a peripheral arm with the hydrophilic proteins located in the aqueous
milieu and the other consisting of a membrane arm with the
hydrophobic proteins being buried in the lipid bilayer [19–22]. They
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are arranged perpendicularly to each other in the form of an L. The
membrane arm is mainly embedded in the mitochondrial inner
membrane, while the majority of the peripheral arm is located in the
matrix [23]. Each arm is assembled independently of the other and
then the two arms are joined together [24]. The peripheral arm
contains most, if not all, prosthetic groups of complex I (Fig. 1) and is
thus responsible for the electron transfer reactions. The membrane
arm is thought to play a role in proton translocation [25].

The relative positions of the binding sites and redox centres are
known in detail from the X-ray structure of the peripheral arm of the
bacterial complex from Thermus thermophilus [26,27].

It has been hypothesized that one electron is transferred to the
tetranuclear Fe/S cluster N3 from the flavine mononucleotide (FMN)
close to the NADH binding site (Fig. 1), while the second electron is
temporarily “stored” on the binuclear cluster N1a [26,28]. The
electron on cluster N3 is transferred to the acceptor quinone via a
chain composed of the binuclear cluster N1b and the tetranuclear
clusters N4 and N5, N6a and N6b, and N2 [8,29–34]. After reoxidation
of N3 by the electron transfer chain, the electron stored on N1a, which
is located 11 Å away from the FMN, could move back to the FMN and
undergo the same fate as the first electron. It has been proposed that
this mechanism reduces the probability of producing superoxide
radicals at the flavin in its semiquinone state [26]. In addition to these
Fe/S clusters obviously involved in electron transfer, the tetranuclear
Fe/S cluster N7 has been identified in the structure [26,27]. Cluster N7
does not seem to participate in the physiological electron transfer
reaction. Nevertheless, it can be chemically reduced by dithionite [35].

To better understand the mechanism of the electron transfer and
the role of the different clusters in the peripheral arm of complex I, we
used a stochastic approach based on the known spatial structure of
this peripheral arm and the kinetic parameters described by Moser
et al. [36] as already done for bc1 complex [37]. Because we were
interested only in the electron transfer in the peripheral arm, which is
located outside the mitochondrial membrane, we did not take into
account the membrane potential and the proton transfers.
Fig. 1. Organization of the redox centres in Complex I according to [26]. Edge-to-edge
distances are in Å. The distance between the quinone binding site and N2 (12 Å) is given
centre to centre [58]. NADH is close to FMN (3.2 Å) [27].
2. Methods/model

A critical step in our model is the calculation of the rate constants
of electron transfers between the redox centres. To this end, we used
the equation formulated by Moser et al. [36,38,39]:

log kexeret = 15−0:6D−3:1
ΔGo + λ
� �2

λ
: ð1Þ

For exergonic reactions (ΔG°b0), ketexer (exer means exergonic) is a
functionof the distanceD between the redox centres (edge to edge inÅ)
and of the driving force ΔGo (in eV). The parameter λ is the
reorganization energy. Unfortunately, the latter parameter is not
known so we used the value of λ=0.7 eV proposed by Moser et al.
[36,38,39] on an empirical basis.

Since the reverse reaction is possible, we also had to estimate the
endergonic reaction (indicated by the superscript “ender”) which is
calculated according to Moser et al. [38] as shown in Eq. (2). This
equation simply expresses the equilibrium constant (K) of the
electron transfer, as demonstrated in Eq. (3) done at a temperature
of 30 °C.

logkenderet = 15−0:6D−3:1
ΔGo + λ
� �2

λ
+

ΔGo

0:06
ð2Þ

K =
kenderet

kenderet
= e−

ΔGo
RT =N log kenderet = log kexeret +

ΔGo

0:06
: ð3Þ

To calculate the electron tunnelling rates, we thus need to know
ΔGo and the distance D between redox centres. The ΔGo values shown
in Table 2 are calculated from the midpoint redox potentials listed in
Table 1 (see also (Fig. 2). We measured the distances edge to edge
between the redox centres and the binding sites of complex I
structure of Thermus thermophilus [26,27] which is the only known
structure of the hydrophilic domain of respiratory complex I. Then we
calculated the electron tunnelling rate constants (Table 2). Fig. 1
summarizes the redox centres of complex I with FMN and the
distances used for our simulation. Because the rate constants decrease
rapidly with the distance D according to Eqs. (1) and (2), only transfer
reactions between redox centres shorter than 22 Å are considered in
our model, i.e. 19 electron (reversible) transfer reactions.

As already mentioned, the distances are measured on Thermus
thermophilus structure of complex I which uses menaquinone as
electron acceptor. However the midpoint potentials of complex I
centres are not known in this organism. In order to overcome this lack
of data, we used two sets of midpoint potentials for equivalent redox
Table 1
Single-electron redox centre midpoint potentials in complex I according to [34]
(parameter set #1) and to [38] (parameter set #2). In each parameter set, some values
are missing. The corresponding values used for our simulations are indicated in italic.

Redox couple Parameter set #1
E° (in eV) from [34]

Parameter set #2
E° (in eV) from [38]

NADH/NAD+ −0.32 −0.32
FMNH2/FMNH• −0.293 −0.293
FMNH•/FMN −0.389 −0.389
QH2/SQ• 0 0
SQ•/Q −0.12 −0.12
N1a −0.38 −0.235
N1b −0.25 −0.282
N2 −0.10 −0.250
N3 −0.25 −0.315 (N7?)
N4 −0.25 −0.330 (N5?)
N5 −0.25 −0.330 (N4?)
N6a −0.25 −0.275
N6b −0.25 −0.275
N7 −0.25 −0.315 (N3?)



Fig. 2. Energetics of the electrons transfers in the model. A, graphical representation of data listed in Table 1 (parameter set #1). B, graphical representation of parameter set #2 from
Table 1. Values for NADH, flavinmononucleotide and quinone are those of parameter set #1. Distances in red.
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centres reported in bovine heart, set #1 [8,29,40] (Fig. 2A) and in E. coli,
set #2 [41] (Fig. 2B) (see also Table 1). Since these organisms use
ubiquinone as electron acceptors we take in our simulation the
midpoint potential of ubiquinone (as in [29]) and not ofmenaquinone.

Furthermore the assignation of the Eo measurement to iron–
sulphur clusters N4 and N5 was recently challenged [31,42]. As
demonstrated in the following, because the ΔGo of these iron–sulphur
centres are close to each other, this possible discrepancy, if any, has
little effect on our simulation.

In ourmodelwe also need the rate constants for substrates (NADH,
Q, SQ•), and products (NAD+, SQ•, QH2) binding and release. These
values are unknown and we had to estimate them. Our choice was
guided by the following considerations: (i) to have values that
correspond to a good binding of the substrates and a good release of
the products, (ii) to have ratios of the binding over release rate
constants corresponding to the known or estimated Kd values, (iii) to
obtain the known KM and Ki values. It is indeed possible to simulate
the in vitro kinetics in the same manner as they are recorded with a
spectrophotometer; with these kinetics in silico it is possible to
calculate the KM for substrates and the Ki for products which
correspond to the set of rate constants used, and to adjust these
latter values in order to obtain the known KM and Ki values [43].

In the model the substrates and products concentrations are
maintained constant to mimic the rest of the Qmetabolism (QH2 b=N

Q due to complex III, complex II, etc.) and the mitochondrial
metabolism (NAD+ b=N NADH). In this case, we obtain a kind of
steady-state characterized by a constant rate of Q reduction and
NADH oxidation (see Fig. 3).

For the simulation we used only one complex I molecule. From the
point of view of the reactions that occur inside complex I, it is
equivalent in a stochastic process to consider, on average, the reactions
of n independent molecules during a time Δt or the functioning of a
single molecule during the time n ∙Δt, provided that the ratios of the
products and substrates to complex I remain the same.



Table 2
The distances between redox centres are from the 3D structures [25].ΔG0 are calculated
from the E0 values in table I (parameters set #1). kf (forward reaction) and kb
(backward reaction) are calculated as explained in themodel section. Binding constants
are chosen as indicated in the model section. QH2, SQ• and Q mean ubiquinol,
semiubiquinone and ubiquinone respectively.

Reactions Distance
(in Å)

ΔG°
(in eV)

kforward

(in s−1)
kbackward

(in s−1)

e− transfer from NADH to FMN 3.2 0.02 1.44 1012 3.10 1012

e− transfer from FMNH2 to N1a 11.3 0.087 2.13 105 5.99 106

e− transfer from FMNH• to N1a 11.3 −0.009 2.12 106 1.50 106

e− transfer from FMNH2 to N3 7.6 −0.043 5.25 108 1.01 108

e− transfer from FMNH• to N3 7.6 −0.139 1.73 109 8.35 106

e− transfer from N3 to N1b 11.0 0 2.81 106 2.81 106

e− transfer from N3 to N4 13.8 0 6.19 104 6.19 104

e− transfer from N1b to N4 10.7 0 4.23 106 4.23 106

e− transfer from N1b to N5 16.8 0 1.04 103 1.04 103

e− transfer from N4 to N5 8.5 0 8.50 107 8.50 107

e− transfer from N5 to N6a 14.0 0 4.71 104 4.71 104

e− transfer from N6a to N6b 9.4 0 2.49 107 2.49 107

e− transfer from N6b to N2 10.4 −0.15 4.31 107 1.36 105

e− transfer from N1a to N3 19.4 −0.13 161 1.10
e− transfer from N4 to N7 20.4 0 7.66 7.66
e− transfer from N3 to N5 21.1 0 2.95 2.95
e− transfer from N5 to N6b 22.3 0 0.575 0.575
e− transfer from N2 to Q 12 0.02 4.43 105 9.54 105

e− transfer from N2 to SQ• 12 −0.10 2.71 106 5.84 104

NADH binding 4.0 108 M−1 100
NAD+ binding 1.0 107 M−1 1000
Q binding 4.0 107 M−1 100
SQ• binding 2.0 107 M−1 100
QH2 binding 2.0 107 M−1 1000

Fig. 3. Recording of newly formed NAD+ in 30 simulations done with a single complex I
at steady state as a function of time with parameter set #1. The number of substrates
and products is kept constant ([Q]=[QH2]=20, [NADH]=2, [NAD+]=15 and
complex I=1 molecule(s)).
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During the simulation, the number of electron transfers through
each redox reaction can be measured.

The stochastic analysis of enzymatic reactions involves measuring
numbers of molecules. Concentrations thus have to be converted into
numbers of molecules, which requires knowing the average volume of
the mitochondrial membrane and mitochondrial matrix accessible to
onemolecule of complex I. Traditionally the matrix volume is taken as
being equal to 1 µL/mg prot (prot means mitochondrial proteins)
[44,45]. Although we did not measure the content in complex I, it now
appears that most of complex I is involved in a supercomplex
assembly in the ratio of 1:2 monomer of complex III [46]. In rat
muscle, Benard et al. [47] measured a concentration of 121 pmol of
complex III monomer per mg of protein. This means 60 pmol of
complex I/mg prot. by applying the above-mentioned hypothesis.
This value is close to the value of 100 pmol/mg protein found with
piericidin titration [48]. Assuming that the inner membrane volume is
of the order of half of thematrix volume, i.e. 0.5 µL/mg prot., this gives
a concentration of 120 pmol/µL of complex I in the membrane, which
means 120 µmol/L. Taking into account the Avogadro number we
calculated a total number of 720 1017 molecules/L (of membrane). By
taking the inverse of this value we obtain a volume of 1.4 10−20 L of
membrane/molecule of Complex I and thus of 2.8 10−20 L of matrix
possibly available for one molecule of complex I.

In the same paper, Benard et al. [47] gave the total content in
coenzyme Q: 2348 pmol/mg prot. This means a ratio Q:Complex III
monomer of 19.4 and thus a ratio of 39 per dimer of complex III, i.e. per
complex I. In our simulations, we took 20 molecules of Q and 20
molecules of QH2 per molecule of complex I (corresponding to a
membrane concentration of 2.4 mM).

The concentrations [NADH]=0.13 mM and [NAD+]=0.9 mM are
taken from the literature [49,50], which corresponds to 2molecules of
NADH and 15 molecules of NAD+ in the matrix volume surrounding a
single complex I.Wewould like to stress that these calculations do not
aim to give exact values but only to give an order of magnitude of the
number of molecules of substrates and products associated with one
molecule of complex I.
The Gillespie algorithm [51] defines two random processes: a) the
random choice of a reaction from amongst all possible reactions at a
given time and b) the random time at which this reaction occurs, once
a reaction is chosen. The calculation of the corresponding probabilities
is based on the evaluation of the following parameters: for each
reaction Rμ (μ=1 to 26), we calculate hμ, the number of distinct
possible molecular reactant combinations. hμ are calculated from the
quantity (most of the time 0 or 1 except for the free substrates and
products) of each redox centre or molecule present at each stochastic
step. According to the Gillespie model we can equate the stochastic
reaction constant cμ to the electron tunnelling rate constant cμ=kμ.
However, since two molecules have to interact for the binding
reaction to occur, the stochastic reaction constant is equal, in this case,
to the binding rate constant divided by the reaction volume. These
volumes represent the part of the matrix or membrane surrounding
one molecule of complex I and are estimated by the mitochondrial
volumes and the number of complex I molecules per mitochondria as
described above. Using these stochastic reaction constants cμ and the
number of distinct molecular reactant combinations hμ, we calculate
aμ=hμ·cμ which gives the probability aμ/a0 (a0=Σaμ) that the
reaction Rμ occurs at a given step. All these parameters are updated
after each stochastic reaction in order to take into account the changes
in redox status or bound species. The reaction Rμ is chosen using a
randomnumber in the unit interval multiplied by a0 [51]. The reaction
time interval between two reactions is given by Δt=1/(a0)· ln(1/r)
where r is a random number between 0 and 1, according to an
exponential law of probability with parameter a0 [51]. The whole
process can be summarized in the short algorithm compiled as a
Fortran program:

Initialization of the number of species /. Computation of hμ and
then of aμ values /. First random number in the interval [0; a0] =N

Choice of the reaction /. Second random number =N Computation of
the Δt of the chosen reaction /. tn+1=tn+Δt /. Update of the new
species number / If n+1=N; End; if not the process is repeated /. End.

In our first simulations nearly all the reaction steps were used by
rapid exchanges of electrons between reduced NADH and FMN since
these molecules are very close to each other (3.2 Å). To avoid wasting
stochastic steps, we considered the reaction at equilibrium. We
checked whether introducing such a rapid equilibrium does not
change the global results which can be obtainedwith the initial model
for a much greater number of stochastic steps.
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3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3 shows the superposition of 30 simulations where complex I
functions at steady state i.e. coupled to an oxidation of UQH2 and
reduction of NAD+. In these conditions the number of substrates and
products molecules are constants: 20 molecules of UQ and UQH2

which corresponds to 2.4 mM and 2 molecules of NADH+ and 15
molecules of NAD, which in turn correspond to 0.13 and 0.9 mM
respectively for a unique molecule of complexe I. The mean observed
rate in these conditions (parameter set #1) is 609±21 s−1. In the
absence of products and with saturating substrate concentrations, we
measure a kcat of 842 s−1 (see Table 5). This value is not too far away
from the value of 600 s−1 reported in E. coli [52], but not very close to
the value of 150–200 s−1 in beef heart [53]. These values are however
much lower than the maximal turnover 21,539 s−1 which can be
derived from the value of the rate constants of the individual steps
assuming that all electrons go directly from the NADH to the Q site
without returning. This large difference with the observed turnover is
essentially due to the huge number of electron exchanges between
the redox centres, as shown in Table 3 where we followed the fate of
the electrons of 6055 NADH molecules bound to the molecule of
complex I. The first column in the table indicates the number of times
a centre was reduced (i.e. received an electron). These numbers
include many electrons transfers to and fro. However, what actually
matters here is the number of electrons going through each redox
centre and participating effectively in the global reaction. These
numbers are shown in column 2 of Table 3 in which we exclude the to
and fro reactions. The 6055 NADH molecules give 12,110 electrons
which circulate in complex I towards the reduction of 6050
ubiquinones. The slight differences between these numbers and
12,110 (or 6055) are due to a few bypasses (see below) and to those
redox centres which remained reduced (with one electron) at the end
of the simulation. It is clear that the number of non-return electron
transfers is much lower than the total number of electron transfers to
any of the reduced centres. For instance, up to 85,272,945 electrons go
to the N4 centre. Thismeans that each electron passesmore than 7000
times through this redox centre on average. In other words, the
electrons do not go directly from NADH to Q, but spend most of their
time continuously flitting between the redox centres.

In addition, a few electrons do not follow the pathway formed by
the redox centres in the structure of complex I (Fig. 1) but jump to
another neighbouring centre. In the above simulation, a few electrons
went directly from N1a to N3 (10 out of 998,521), from N3 to N5 (3
out of 74,030,852) and fromN5 to N6b (1 out of 812,155,530).We also
counted 14 electron transfers from N4 to N7. Because of the large
distance between N4 and N7 and since N4 is reducedmost of the time,
Table 3
Results of 10 s simulation with parameter set #1 for the reactions taking place within
one single complex I molecule. Reoxidation of cytochrome QH2 and reduction of NAD+

formed are added to insure a steady-state flux in the complex. Non-return transfers are
calculated by eliminating the forth and back electron movements.

Reduction of redox centres Total electrons transfers
to the centre

Non-return electron
transfers

N1a 998521 4
N1b 6729268 11428
N3 74030852 12107
N4 85272945 12073
N5 81215530 12104
N6a 23774419 12102
N6b 24101225 12102
N2 561826 12101
N7 14 1
FMNH2 =N FMNH• 34850610 6055
FMNH• =N FMN 37443751 6055
Q =N SQ• 165484 6050
SQ• =N QH2 28063 6050
the probability that this electron will return is low so N7 remains
reduced most of the time. However with parameter set #2, the
reduction in N7 decreases due to the fact that now N4 is less reduced.
Nevertheless, in our simulations N7 does not seem to be involved in
the catalytic process, in agreement with the literature [22,35].

To evaluate the role of the redox centres N1a and N2, we
performed simulations with the two parameter sets in Table 1 for
which these centres have different midpoint potentials (see also
Fig. 2). In addition a simulation was run in the absence of N1a (with
the parameter set #1) in order to better understand its role. The
results are presented in Table 4 which gives the percentage of
reduction of each redox centre. This percentage is calculated by
dividing the sum of time intervals duringwhich a centre is reduced, by
the total length of the simulation. In all simulations the rate is around
610 s−1. It appears that the redox centres are rather reduced
(generallyN50%) except for N3, N4, N5 with parameter set #2 (due
to their slightly lower midpoint potential) and above all for N1a in the
parameter set #1 (b9%).

In both cases, N2 is highly reduced, particularly with parameter set
#1, owing to its high midpoint potential. This is accompanied by a
decrease in the residence time of SQ• species (1.6% instead of 4.9%).
This shows a possible role of N2 to decrease the presence of SQ•
species depending of its midpoint potential.

More generally, the residence time of the semiquinone species
FMNH• and SQ• (potential ROS producers [54,55]) are rather low
(1.6% – 4.4%). Interestingly, FMNH• residence time is lower in the
presence of N1a than in its absence (5.4%). It has been proposed that
N1a could play a transient electrons storage role by decreasing the
residence time of the flavosemiquinone FMNH•. According to this
hypothesis, both FMN electrons might pass almost simultaneously to
N3 and N1a [26]. The results in Table 4 test this prediction and show
that the situation is more complex and depends on the midpoint
potential of N1a. A thorough analysis (Fig. 4) of the electron transfers
from FMNH2 and FMNH• to N1a and N3 shows that less than 1.7% of
the FMNH2 or FMNH• electrons are transferred to N1a in all cases. This
is particularly obvious with the parameter set #2 (0.2%) (Fig. 4C and
D). The reason for that is the large distance between N1a and the FMN
site (as comparedwith the distance of the FMN site to N3). This clearly
shows that in both sets of parameters, N1a does not allow the quasi
simultaneous transfer of both FMNH2 electrons on N3 and N1a.

With parameter set #2 (Fig. 4C and D), while the electron transfer
on N1a is lower (0.2%) than with set #1, the residence time of the
electrons on N1a is paradoxically much higher (84.2% instead of 8.8%).
Comparison of the redox states of the redox centres using the two parameter set
described in Table 1, and in the case of parameter set #1 in the absence of N1a. Each
simulation is performed five times during 10 s. The bold data are the possible sensitive
values for ROS production.

Redox centres Parameter set #1 Parameter set #1
in absence of N1a

Parameter set #2

Turnover 612±8 s−1 612±9 s−1 608±5 s−1

% reduction % reduction % reduction
N1a 8.8±0.5 – 84.2±0.6
N1b 68.4±2.0 67.4±1.5 64.6±0.8
N3 68.5±2.0 67.4±1.5 44.6±0.7
N4 68.4±2.0 67.4±1.5 34.4±0.7
N5 68.4±2.0 67.4±1.5 34.4±0.7
N6a 65.8±2.0 64.8±1.5 64.2±0.8
N6b 65.8±2.0 64.8±1.5 64.2±0.8
N2 92.4±0.8 92.4±1.0 74.3±0.8
N7 78.3±3.8 75±11 51.6±4.6
FMNH2 20.6±1.3 19.8±1.0 20.5±0.8
FMNH• 4.1±0.1 5.4±0.8 4.4±0.1
NADH in active site 26.9±1.6 26.9±1.1 27.2±1.0
QH2 in active site 92.8±0.8 92.6±0.5 91.4±0.5
SQ• in active site 1.6±0.2 1.7±0.2 4.9±0.3
s



Fig. 5. Net electron flux in the triangle FMN – N1a – N3. The direction of the arrows
indicates the direction of a positive net flux of electrons. The net number of electrons
passing during the 10 s simulation is indicated along the arrows (parameter set #1).
The FMN site is duplicated in order to describe the two possible redox reactions.
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Simultaneously the amount of FMNH• slightly increases (4.1% to
4.44%, Table 4). This low amount of electron transfer associated with a
high level of electron residence on N1a in parameter set #2 is due to
the high potential of N1a (-235 mV) which traps the electrons. Indeed
at a much higher potential, only one electron would go to N1a and
stay there. Thus, when one electron jumps to N1a, it remains there for
some time, during which both electrons of the subsequent FMNH2

molecules pass directly to N3 and the main flow of electrons. This
situation is equivalent to the absence of N1a, a situation in which
there was also an increase in FMNH•.

However, in parameter set #1, the electron on N1a is not trapped.
Furthermore, the analysis of the net fluxes of electrons (Fig. 5)
demonstrated a net positive electron flux from FMNH• to N1a
associated with a quasi equivalent flux from N1a to a subsequent
FMNH• giving FMNH2. This provides two ways to slightly decrease the
flavosemiquinone residence time (as compared to the absence of
N1a).

In both parameter sets the presence of N1a slightly diminishes the
lifetime of the flavosemiquinone FMNH•.

The reduction percentages of the redox centres we obtain
(Table 4) are lower than those reported in the literature [56,57],
even when we calculate them in the absence of products (Table 5).
This observation can be linked with the higher kcat we observe and
could have several explanations: i) the distances between the redox
centres are different in E. coli and much more different in beef heart
from what is given by the crystal structure of the peripheral arm of
T. thermophilus. ii) the Kd for substrates and products are not the
correct ones. iii) we do not take into account the membranous arm of
complex I, iv) the model is inaccurate. We discuss these points one by
one.

i) It should be noticed that the results depend strongly upon the
structure of the peripheral arm of complex I which is known for
only one species [26,27] and on the midpoint potentials which
seem different in bacteria and inmitochondria [41]. In other words
we hypothesize that the position of the redox centre of complex I
is the same whatever the species. At the moment there is no
Fig. 4. Electrons transferred from FMN to N1a and N3 according to the two parameter
sets used. Values under N1 or N3 represent the reduction percentage of the site at
steady state. Other numbers along the arrows are rate constants (red italic) and the
observed electron transfer in percent. They are calculated using the total number of
electron exchanged between the redox centres, i.e. taking into account the
unproductive to and fro electron transfers. ○ electron.
crystallographic justification of this hypothesis except that all
species contain equivalent redox components [42]. Compared
with the situation for bc1 complex, it should be noted that for this
latter complex several structures are known in different species, all
of them showing redox centres which are perfectly superimpos-
able from prokaryotes to eukaryotes. However this invariance in
bc1 complex cannot be taken as a proof of the existence of a similar
invariance in complex I over different species.

ii) We estimated the rate constants of binding and release of the
substrates and products. As explained in the Methods/model
section we tried to find reasonable values in accordance with the
known kinetic parameters (KM, Ki). However, the latter are
combinations of the rate constants and the knowledge of KM and
Ki does not imply a unique determination of the rate constants. We
have reduced the affinity of Q by a factor of 10 and of NADH by a
factor of 100 (separately in different simulations) without any
change in the kcat and in the reduced state of the redox centres
(Table 5). An increase of Kd(Q) by a factor 100 does not
significantly decrease the kcat and moderately increases the
reduction of the redox centres without reaching the observed
values in these conditions. This demonstrates that these steps are
probably not limiting except if they are decreased by a larger
factor. The only way to both decrease the kcat and to increase the
reduction of the redox centres is to have, in the vicinity of the
quinone binding site, a low concentration of Q and/or a high
concentration of QH2. It must be emphasized at this point that iii)
in our simulations we only took into account the hydrophilic arm
of complex I. The most obvious explanation for a slower kcat
particularly for bovine heart complex I is the fact that other steps
certainly follow the transfer of electrons from N2 to Q. Further-
more, a second quinone binding site has been described [8,12–14]
which could well be in interaction with the quinone site close to
N2 slowing down the whole process at steady state. Another point
concerns a possible transconformation, a process which is usually
slow (compared to electron transfers) [43,59]. Conformational
changes have been described in complex I and are necessary to
explain the coupling between electron transport and proton
pumping (see discussion in [21]). Both processes could slow
down the reoxidation of QH2 in the vicinity of N2, leading to a local
increase in QH2 concentration. This local high QH2 concentration
would lead to an increase in the reduction percentage of the redox
centres and to a decrease in the kcat.

Finally we have iv) to question our model which is certainly at
this stage a poor representation of reality due to the lack of
knowledge particularly on the membranous arm of the complex.



Table 5
Comparison of the reduced state of the redox centres as a function of the substrates affinity. Parameter set #1. Each simulation is performed during 1 s. Initial concentrations of
[NADH]=[Q] = 16.6 mM (saturating values). No initial product concentration ([NAD+]=[QH2]=0).

Redox centres parameter set #1
Kd NADH×1 Kd Q×1

parameter set #1
Kd NADH×100 Kd Q×1

parameter set #1
Kd NADH×1 Kd Q×10

parameter set #1
Kd NADH×1 Kd Q×100

Mean of 10 simulations Mean of 5 simulations Mean of 5 simulations Mean of 5 simulations

Turnover 842±26 s−1 851±15 s−1 822±31 s−1 790±17 s−1

% reduction % reduction % reduction % reduction
N1a 8.8±3.0 7.7±5.4 9.1±2.4 13.8±4.6
N1b 50.8±5.7 50.5±8.2 51.5±3.8 65.4±3.9
N3 50.9±5.7 50.5±8.2 51.6±3.8 65.5±3.9
N4 50.8±5.7 50.5±8.2 51.5±3.8 65.4±3.9
N5 50.8±5.7 50.5±8.2 51.5±3.8 65.4±3.9
N6a 47.3±5.9 47.0±8.0 48.0±3.5 61.9±3.9
N6b 47.2 ± 5.9 47.0±8.0 48.0±3.5 61.9±3.9
N2 78.0±6.6 81.2±6.9 79.9±4.7 88.4±3.2
N7 51±29 44±36 77±30 68±32
FMNH2 10.7±2.7 14.5±1.9 11.0±1.5 17.3±1.6
FMNH• 4.2±1.3 3.6±1.9 4.3±1.1 6.4±1.7
NADH in active site 15.1±3.8 14.8±6.3 15.6±1.8 24.4±1.9
QH2 in active site 84.0±2.8 83.9±3.4 85.0±2.1 91.3±2.9
SQ• in active site 2.1±0.9 2.8±1.4 2.2±0.7 1.4±1.1
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4. Conclusion

In summary, the stochastic approach to complex I functioning
shows considerable continuous flitting to and fro of the electrons
between nearly all the redox centres. However the net flux of electrons
mainly follows the route defined by NADH+ site – FMN – N3 – N1b –

N4 – N5 – N6a – N6b – N2 – UQ site with a few exceptions.
The main exception concerns N1a, which does not appear to be a

target receiving the second electron of FMNH2, nearly simultaneously
with the first electron to N3. Rather, when reduced, N1a functions as a
repulsive centre for the subsequent electrons coming from FMNH2,
and orienting them towards N3. In addition, because N1a is mainly
reduced from the FMNH• species and also oxidized by another FMNH•,
it contributes to a slight decrease in the flavosemiquinone lifetime.
We confirm the observation that the redox centres are largely reduced
but cannot establish any special role for N7.

The high turnover number calculated in our simulations associated
to non highly reduced redox centres is in contradiction with the
observations and simply indicates that we are modelling only part of
the mechanism of quinone reduction by complex I. It is the interest of
a model to unveil these sorts of discrepancies between what is
observed and what is calculated from observations at a lower level.

In the absence of a model, the data at the molecular level derived
from the structure and the midpoint potentials on the one hand, and
the kinetic results on the other hand, will stay apart from each other,
although the latter derives clearly from the former.
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